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0 - Introduction to the Podcast    -> mp3

1 - The Business side of Photography - Part 1 of 4  -> mp3

2 - The Business side of Photography - Part 2 of 4  -> mp3

3 - The Business side of Photography - Part 3 of 4  -> mp3

4 - The Business side of Photography - Part 4 of 4  -> mp3

5 - Travis Terry Navajoland Music CD Sampler   -> mp3

6 - Printing Mastery Workshop on DVD Sampler 1  ->  mp3

7 - Printing Mastery Workshop on DVD Sampler 2  -> movie 

8 - Alain Briot Interviewed by Jeff Ball  -> mp3

9 - Twelve Master Files CD-1 Sampler 1  -> movie

10 - Twelve Master Files CD-1 Sampler 2  -> movie 
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The Podcast Episodes - 1

11 - Printing Mastery Workshop on DVD  -> movie

12  - Travis Terry Grand Canyon Music CD Sampler  -> mp3

13 - Raw Processing  -> mp3

14 - Being an Artist - Part 1 of 3  -> mp3

15 - Being an Artist - Part 2 of 3  -> mp3

16 - Being an Artist - Part 3 of 3  -> mp3

17 - Marketing Mastery Workshop on DVD  -> mp3 

18 - Alain free online print review  -> mp3

19 - Review of a photograph by Jason Keefe  -> movie 

20 - Review of a photograph by John Adler   -> movie 

21 - Review of a photograph by Michael S.   -> movie
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22 - Introduction to Inspiration - Part 1 of 3  -> mp3 

23 - Alain talks about what inspires him Part 2 of 3  -> mp3 

24 - Natalie talks about what inspires him Part 3 of 3  -> mp3 

25 - Review of a photograph by Robert Cook  -> movie

26 - Composition Mastery Workshop DVD Sampler 1   -> movie 

27 - Composition Mastery Workshop DVD Sampler 2  -> mp3 

28 - Finding the Personal in Art  -> mp3

29 - Review of a photograph by Chris Sandberg  -> movie 

30 - Review of a photograph by Bob Fields  -> movie

31 - The 2008 Bryce Canyon Summit  -> mp3

32  - Success in Art  -> mp3
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The Podcast Episodes - 2

33 - Review of a photograph by Allen Lenth  -> movie

34 - Review of a photograph by Daniel Rice  -> movie

35 - Marketing photography in a challenging economy  -> mp3

36 - Review of a photograph by Susan Silberberg  -> movie

37 - Review of a photograph by Max Hertelendy  -> movie

38 - Talking about Landscape Blurs  -> mp3

39 - Review of a photograph by Peter Puna  -> movie

40 - Review of a photograph by Johnny Eades   -> movie

41 - Prospering during the Recession   -> mp3

42 - Practicing photography as Art  -> mp3

43 - Smibs Interview - Part 1  -> movie
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44 - Smibs Interview - Part 2    -> movie

45 - The difficulty of Judging the Arts  -> mp3

46 - Adjustment Layers Mastery Workshop on DVD  -> mp3

47 - Commercial and Fine Art Audiences  -> mp3

48 - Apple iPad first impressions  -> mp3

49 - Studying Fine Art Photography  -> mp3

50 - Route 66 Workshop  -> mp3

51 - New Year Resolutions  -> mp3

52  - Year-end Achievements  -> mp3

53 - 2011 Photography Summit  -> mp3

54 - New Book: Marketing Fine Art Photography  -> mp3
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The Podcast Episodes - 3

55 - Home Gallery  -> mp3

56 - Workshops question-answer session  -> mp3

57 - Interview with Peter Urban  -> movie

58 - Why Personal Style is important  -> mp3

59 -  Passion in Photography  -> mp3

60 - Photoshop Layers Mastery DVD Sampler  -> movie 

61 - Composition Mastery DVD Sampler Part 1 of 2   -> movie

62 - Composition Mastery DVD Sampler Part 2 of 2  -> movie

63 - Travis Terry plays the Native American Flute  -> movie

64 - The Advanced Marketing Mastery DVD  -> mp3

65 - Living in Navajoland-Part 1  -> mp3
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66 - Living in Navajoland-Part 2  -> mp3

67 - Marketing Fine Art Photography Interview  -> mp3 

68 - Our workshops  -> mp3 

69 - Living in Navajoland-Part 3  -> mp3

70 - Living in Navajoland-Part 4  -> mp3

71 - Living in Navajoland-Part 5  -> mp3

72  - Teaching Workshops  -> mp3

73 - Fine Art Summit and Little Known Workshops  -> mp3 

74 - Living in Navajoland Part 6  -> mp3

75 - Interview with Paul Griffith  -> mp3

76 - The 2016 Marketing Success Seminar  -> mp3
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The Podcast Episodes - 4

77 - The 2016 Antelope Canyon Workshop  -> mp3 

78 - Advanced Adjustment Layers Mastery  -> mp3 

79 - The 2017 Zion Fine Art Summit  -> mp3

80 - The Little Known Workshops  -> mp3

81 - The 2017 Marketing Success Seminar  -> mp3 

82 - What is art - Part 1   -> mp3

83 - What is art- Part 2  -> mp3

84 - What is art- Part 3  -> mp3

85 - 2013 Summit slide show  -> movie

86 - 2014 Summit slide show   -> movie

87 - 2016 Summit slide show   -> movie
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88 - Podcast Story-Part 1  -> mp3 

89 - Podcast Story-Part 2  -> mp3 

90 - Podcast Story-Part 3  -> mp3 

91 - Podcast Story-Part 4  -> mp3

The Podcast Episodes - 5

-- Stay tuned --

We will have more episodes coming soon !

http://www.beautiful-landscape.com
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I had very high expectations for the first photo-
graphs I took, but the outcome of my early efforts 
was disappointing.  I realized early on that persis-
tence regular practice and a focus on study were 
required to succeed.

Today I have made what was originally a hob-
by into a successful profession.  I make a living 
from the sale of my Fine Art Prints, I write books,  
create photography tutorials and teach  
photography workshops. I also have a significant 
amount of free time during which I enjoy practic-
ing hobbies and collecting art.  

If you are not satisfied with your current results, 
do not despair.  It took me years of constant 
study, practice and dedication to create im-
ages that satisfy me.  Succeeding in the cre-
ation of Fine Art Photographs is not an easy en-
deavor.  However, dedication and persistence 
go a long way towards achieving successful 
results, and so does regular study with dedi-
cated teachers who are where you want to be.    

If you want to learn more about the process of 
achieving success in photography, I recommend 
reading my essay titled Rethinking Talent in which I 
describe the disappointment I experienced when 
I saw the results of my early photographic efforts.

One of my goals in creating this DVD tutorial 
was to help you make the best use of your time 
by providing you with knowledge that took me 
years to acquire and refine.  It is my sincere hope 
that this tutorial will make your journey faster, 
easier and, above all, fun and enjoyable.

Originally from Paris, France, I have lived in the
United States since 1986.  Making my home in Ar-
izona, my favorite photographic locations include 
Navajoland, where I lived for 7 years, the Grand 
Canyon, and the rugged canyonland wilderness 
of Southern Utah and Northern Arizona.

The choice of which camera I use is based on my 
vision for each image.  In the past I have worked 
with 4x5 and 35 mm.  Currently I work with 35 
mm occasionally and with medium format digi-
tal primarily.  Because the majority of my work is 
printed large, and because of the quality require-
ments of Fine Art, I favor large and medium for-
mat cameras. 

My goal is to create photographs that demon-
strate my vision.  My equipment, be it cameras, 
software, printers, etc. is chosen for its ability to 
make this possible.  My vision of the landscape is 
of a place of beauty, a place where we can experi-
ence a direct contact with nature, a place where 
we can find respite from the pressures and stress-
es of the 21st century, a place where we can find 
inspiration and freedom of expression.

The quality of my work is the result of two factors: 
hard work and natural abilities. I have been an 
artist all my life and I was never pushed to make 
art either by my parents or anyone else. I had, un-
doubtedly, a personal attraction for creative en-
deavors and for all things artistic. However, only 
through hard work did this natural ability result in 
the work I am creating today.

I started photography in 1980 and it took me 
years before I started creating satisfying images. 

Website:           beautiful-landscape.com

Email: alain@beautiful-landscape.com

Project Specifics:  The Summit Collection  
was created in 2017 in Vistancia, Arizona. 
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Pour moi, faire des images, être photographe,

c'est une facon de marquer ma joie d'être au monde 

et d'y voir clair. 

Robert Doisneau
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